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There are a number of methods to find minimal two-level forms for a given

Boolean function, e g. Harvard's group [1], Veitch [2], Quine C3], M , Karnaugh

E5], Nelson [6], [7] etc.. This paper presents an approach which is suitable

for mechanical or automatic computation, as the Harvard method and the

Quine method are so. On the other hand, it shares the same property as the

Veitch method in the sense that some of essential prime implicants may be

found before all prime implicants are computed. It also adopts the procedure

to reduce the necessary steps for computation which is shown in Lawler [81

The method described is applicable to the interval of Boolean functions /, g

such that / implies g where for simplification of sum form the variables occur-

ring in g also occur in / and for product form the variables in / also occur

in g.

§ 1. Terminology and theorems

A logical variable with or without - (negation) is called a primary. We

make the conventions : /, g> and h with or without suffixes are Boolean functions

which are neither identically equal to 1 nor identically equal to 0 and <p, x with

or without suffixes are Boolean functions which have the just mentioned property

and are constructed from primaries by a finite number of applications of

•f (multi-variable or), (multi-variable and) and (if necessary) the auxiliary

symbols (,) .

We write ψh ψ2, . . . , ψn in place of <Pι φz φn. For an / which is

primary, we define / to be both a tf-form and a 7r-form. For any / which is

not primary, / is defined to be a <r-form or 7r-form if the last application of

logical operation is -f or respectively. We call <pt+ -\-ψn the sum of
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φlf . . . , ψn and ψu ψz * ψn the product of <pu Ψ-2> > ψn.

We represent by f ^ g that /implies g in the two-valued logic. f=$h

represents that f=r>h and h^=$g. The number of literals occurring in h is

indicated by lit(/z). We say that h is minimal in a set if lit (h) is the least

in the set of lit(/Vs where / is any element of the set. [/ gl is defined to

be the set of two-level ψ's such that f^><P=$g. The set of all variables

occurring in h is indicated by V(h). σ(f g) is defined to be the set of φ's

which are minimal in the set of functions which are j-forms and in [/ gl.

n(f \ g) is similarly defined. ψ is called a prime implicant for g in [/ gl

if φe [/ gl and there is no <ff in [/ gl such that ψ =*φ' and lit(^0 <lit(y>).

Similarly ψ is called a prime implicant for / in C/ ,* gliί ψ ̂ ίf ί gl and there

is no <pf in [/ gl such that <ff =$<f and \it{<f')<lit(φ).

Let the principal disjunctive normal form (p.d.n.f.) of / be Wi+ + nik

and the principal conjunctive normal form (p.c.n.fΛ of g be MXM% Mi.

Instead of [/ g], σ(f g), π(f g) we often write the expressions obtained

from them substituting Φ for / or Θ for g where Φ is the set of suffixes of

tH]9 . . . t ntk and Θ the set of suffixes of Mi, . . . , Mi. The first range of ψ

with respect to / or simply the first range of <ρ is the set of Γs such that

trn =$ψ. Similarly the second range of φ with respect to g or simply the

second range of ψ is the set of z"s such that ψ =^M, . [Φ Θ] where Φ and Θ

are the first and second range of ψ respectively is called the range of ψ with

respect to (/, g) or simply the range of ψ.

1.1. // ψ*Ξσ(f g), then V(ψ)QV(g).

Proof. Let ψ be an element of a(f g). There are ψu . . . , ψn of τr-forms

such that ψ is ψi+ + ψn. Since φ is a two-level function, <fι, . . . 9 ψn are

products of primaries. Let ψ\ be the function obtained from ψ t by deleting all

primaries whose variables are not in V(g) and let <ff be <f[+ +<p'n. Since

ψ{ =$gy we obtain <f) ^g by setting the values of primaries whose variables

are not in V(g) to be 1. Hence it holds that <p =$g. Clearly f=$ψ' and so

ψ'^ί/ gl. If V(ψ)-V(g) is not empty, then lit (ψ1) <lit(?) and hence

contradicts to the definition of ψ. Therefore V{<f) - V(g) is empty.

1.2. If ψEΞπif g), then V(ψ)QVif).

Proof. It is analogous as above.
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The next is essentially due to the lemma 2 in Lawler [8] §4.

1. 3/ Let if gl^ifi gil. If the intersection of a(fι gx) and if g~\ is

not empty, then σ(f g) = </(/i gΐ) Π [/ g] where Π denotes the intersection.

Similarly, if the intersection of κ{fχ gx) and if gl is not empty, then rλf \ g)

1. 4. Let F ( ^ c F ( / ) and the p.d.n.f. of f be mt + 4- ntk. Further, let

Γ be the set of all prime implicants for g in X_mr \ gl where nir runs through

{mif . . . , nik). Then in order that ψ^oif ,* g), it is necessary and sufficient

that ψ is minimal in the set of fi4- 4- ψn in if \ gl where ψu . . . , ^«GΞ T.

Proof. Take any ψ in σ(f g). There are ψi, . . . , ψn of /r-forms such

that ψ is φx+ 4-f*. Since f=$φ, it holds for any mj (; = 1, . . . , k) that

if mj = 1, then ψ = 1. By 1. 1, V(φ) Q Vig) and so, in virtue of the assumption,

V(φ)QVif). Hence the values of all ψi's {i - 1, . . . , n) are determined.

Since ψι+ +ψn- 1» there exists a ψi such that ^ = 1. Therefore for any

mj there is a y; such that mj-^fi. Now let F, be the set of mj il<j<k)

such that mj =$<pi. Ψi is not empty, otherwise mL 4- + mk =^^i+ * 4-

<Pi-i + <pi<-i+ * ' * 4 ψn =^^andlit(^i4- 4- fM + ft'M+ 4- ψn) <lit(f) and

so it contradicts to the definition of ψ. Hence for any ψi {\<i<n), there is a

my such that my =*><Pi. Furthermore, ψi is a prime implicant for g in [my : £•],

since otherwise there is a $ such that fJeCft gϋ and lit(<p{ ) <lit(f, ) and

hence /=^^i4- 4- fi-i4- fί + ψi π+ + ψn =*g and lit (^4- 4-^/-ι4-

<Pi + <Pi+i+ Jrψn)<Ht(ψ) which also contradicts to the definition of ψ.

Therefore f/G Γ (ί = 1, . . . , ή). Since ψ is minimal in the set of functions

which are j-forms and in [/ gl, ψ is also minimal in the set of the possible

sums of elements of Γ which is in [/ gl. Conversely let ψ be minimal in

the set of ψi + 4- ψn in [/ gl where ψu - , Ψn e Γ. If ψ is not in σ(f g),

then there is a ψ1 such that ψ' (= σ(f g) and lit(^0 <lit(^). From the above

proven facts, ψf is a sum of elements of Γ in [/ g ] and hence lit(f) <lit(.f')

by the definition of (ί5. Hence we have a contradiction. Consequently ψ^σ(f g).

1.5. L# F ( / ) c 7 ( ^ ) αw^ rtβ p.c.n.f. of g be MxMι M/. A^J fe* Γ

6β ίAβ seί of all prime implicants for f in if Mrl where Mr runs through

{Mi, . . . , Mi). Then in order that ψ^πif g), it is necessary and sufficient

that ψ is minimal in the set of ψ\ψ2 * ψn in if gl ivhere ψu , ̂ » e Γ.
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Proof. It is similar as in 1.4.

§ 2. Algorithm

For any /, g which are neither identically 1 nor identically 0 and further

the variables occurring in g also occur in /, we give a procedure to find the

minimal two-level φ's of <;-forms such that /=*¥> =*g.

I 1. Compute the principal disjunctive normal form of /, Wi+ + m£,

and the principal conjunctive normal form of g, MxMi Mi.

2. Seek all primaries occurring both in nn and in Mj for all pairs of (i,j)

and their ranges. The table of primaries and the ranges obtained is called 77.

3. Let Φ be {1, 2, . . . , k) and Σ be empty. Furthermore, let Γu Γ2 be

empty tables. Take an i in Φ arbitrarily.

4. Take the primaries whose first ranges contain i and seek the set, A,

of products such that their second ranges are g and for any two of them the

one does not imply the other.

5. If the first range of a product in A is a subset of the first range of

another in A which has fewer literals, then delete the product from A.

6. From Φ, delete all j's such that πij =$ψ where ψ is one of the minimals

in A.

7. If A consists of only one element, then transfer to the step II 1. Other-

wise, transfer to the next.

8. Add the elements of A to the table Γ2 with their ranges except ones

already written in Γ2. Add the i to Σ.

9. If Φ is not empty, then take an i from Φ and return to 14. Otherwise,

transfer to the next.

10. If Γ2 is not empty, then transfer to the next. Otherwise, the sum of

products in Λ is the minimal function required.

11. If there is an / contained in the first range of only one element in Γ2f

then take the / and return to I 5. Otherwise, transfer to the next.

12. Take the products both in 7̂  and in [_Σ g~] and seek minimals in the

set of the sums of them which are in ZΣ gl. If there is, among them, a

minimal whose first range is the total of first ranges of all products in J\f

then make the sum of such a minimal and of all products in I\. The functions

thus obtained for all of such minimals are ones required. If there is no such%
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minimal, then take an i which is not in Σ and is contained in the first range

of a product in Γ2 and return to I 5.

II 1. From Σ and the first ranges of any elements in 71 and Γ2, delete all

j's such thafm/=*y> where ψ is the product, and further add the ψ to A.

2. If the first range of a product in Γ2 is a subset of the first range of

another in Γ2 which has fewer literals, then delete the product. Return to I 9.

Dually we have the procedure for forms of products of sums by the following

modification where the variables occurring in / also occur in g.

The words "first, product, sum" are replaced by "second, sum, product"

respectively. Also " % ^ ? " is replaced by tιφ=ϊMj". Furthermore, in the

step 14, g is replaced by /.

EXPLANATION. We restrict ourselves to the case of ^-forms. Let the p.d.n.f.

of / be mi-f + m'k. Let Σ be a subset of {mίf . .'. , nik}. If there is an

elements of σ{Σ g) which is also in [/ gl, then, by 1.3, σ(f g) is equal

to all of such elements of σ(Σ g). Hence, in order to reduce the labour of

computation, it is necessary to find a suitable subset of {mu . . . , nik). Here

Σ is given as the set of m/s taken from the residue of {mu » nik} obtained

by deleting mj such that MJ =* ψ where ψ is mmimal in the set of prime

implicants for g in ίmr I gl for a mr in Σ already obtained.

The prime implicants for g in X_mr gl are computed by the method described

in the step I 4. If the set A is an unit set, then the prime implicant is essential.

In combining prime implicants so as to get minimal functions, it is not necessary

to consider m/s which imply an essential prime implicant. Hence we eliminate

such m/s from Σy IT. 1\ is intended for the table of essential prime implicants

and Γz the table of non-essential prime implicants. These are given in the

step II1.

The table Γ2 thus obtained contains all prime implicants for g in ίmr I g~]

where mr is any element of Σ. If Γ2 is empty, then the sum, φ, of products

in Γi has the property that mi -f •+• nik ̂ =$<p. Hence ψ is the minimal required.

Let Γ2 be not empty. It is not certain whether these prime implicants are all

non-essential or not. Hence, in the step 111, we take possible essential prime

implicants and distinguish essential prime implicants from non-essential ones.

Then we seek minimals in the set of sums in ZΣ gl of non-essential prime

implicants in [21 g~]. If there is a minimal in IΞ gl where 3 is the set of
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/ s (l<j<k) such that tnj does not imply any element in Γu then the sum of

such a minimal and of all products in Γ\ is in [/ g~\. Ξ is given as the total

of first ranges of all elements in A. Then all of such sums are the minimal

functions required. If there is no such minimal, then we enlarge Σ and repeat

these steps. The step I 12 reflects these circumstances.

§ 3. Examples

The first example is the simplification of abe + ~ade -f- bee + aede + acted -f- abed,

which was also used as examples of the Quine method, the Harvard method

and the Veitch method in p. 73, p. 79 and p. 92 in [9] respectively. We seek

the minimal equivalents of <τ-forms by our method.

Let / and g be the given function. The p.d.ni. of / is m\ + m2 + f miΊ

where mx is άbcd~e, m% abcde, mz abcde, m4 abcde, m5 abcde, m6 abide, mΊ abide,

m% abcde, m9 aJbide, mva abcde, mn abcde, m12 abcde, mxz abide, m14 abide, m13

abode, ntί6 abcde, % abcde. The p.c.n.f. of g is MιM2 M ί 5 where Mx is

a + b + c + d+e, M2 a + b + c + ~d+ e, Ms a + b + ~i+ d+e, MΛ a+b •+c + d+e,

A f B β - f 5 + c + 2 + β , M 6 Λ + 6 + c + d + e , M 7 α + Z > - f c - f d + ί > , Λf8 a + b+c + d

H- e, Mva + b + c+d + e, Mί0 a + b + c+d+e, Mn a + b + ? + d + ~e, Mi2 a-hb

-f ~e -f d + ~e, Mis a+b + c+d + e, Mu ά + b-hc + d -he, M15 a + b + ~i + d + e.

Then the table Ή is given as follows.

IT i primaries ranges

a [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]

a [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8; 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]

b [6, 7, 8, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17; 1, 2, 3, 9, 10, 11, 12]

b [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 13, 14, 15]

c [3, 4, 5, 8, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17; 1, 2, 4, 5, 9, 10, 13, 14]

c [1, 2, 6, 7, 9, 10, 13, 14; 3, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 15]

d [2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 12, 14, 16, 17; 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 11, 13, 15]

d LI, 3, 6, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15; 2, 5, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14]

e [2, 5/7, 8, 10, 13, 14, 15, 17; 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 13, 14, 15]

e D, 3, 4, 6, 9, 11, 12, 16; 1, 3, 4, 7, 10, 11, 12].

Let Φ be {1, 2, 3, . . . , 17} and let Σ, Γu Γ2 be empty. First we take 1

from Φ. Then the primaries whose first ranges contain 1 and their ranges are :
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a [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]

b Cl, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12; 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 13, 14, 15]

c [1, 2, 6, 7, 9, 10, 13, 14; 3, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 15]

d [1, 3, 6, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15; 2, 5, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14]

e [1, 3, 4, 6, 9, 11, 12, 16; 1, 3, 4, 7, 10, 11, 12].

The prime implicants for g in [1 g] have g as their second ranges and hence

the primaries d and e essentially occur in them, since 2 and 1 in the second

ranges of d and e respectively occur only once in the second ranges of the

above shown primaries. Then they are ~ade and acde whose ranges are [1, 3,

9, 11 g~] and [1, 6 gl respectively. We delete 1, 3, 9, 16 from Φ according

to I 6 and write άde and acde into the table Γ2 and add 1 to Σ by I 8. Then

we take 2 from Φ and repeat these computations. The primaries which contain

2 in their first ranges are

a [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]

b [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12; 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 13, 14, 15]

c [1, 2, 6, 7, 9, 10, 13, 14; 3, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 15]

d [2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 12, 14, 16, 17; 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 11, 13, 15]

e [2, 5, 7, 8, 10, 13, 15, 17; 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 13, 14, 15].

Among them, a, d and e essentially occur in prime implicants for g in [2 gl

because of 10, 1, and 2 in their second ranges. Their product ade has g as

the second range and hence it is the unique prime implicant for g in [2 g\

So ade is an essential prime implicant for g in if g~]. By the steps I 6 and

II 1, we delete 2, 5, 7, 8 from Φf Σ, and the first ranges of any elements in 11

and J\. Add ade to Γi. Next we take 4 from Φ and computing similarly,

obtain Έce and abed as prime implicants for g in [4 g\. Their ranges are

[3, 4, 11, 12 g"] and [4 g~] and hence, by I 5, abed is eliminated. Therefore,

by II 1, we delete 3, 4, 11, 12 from the first ranges of elements in 77 and J\ and

add ace to Λ. From Φ, 3, 4, 11, 12 are deleted. Then the remaing Φ is the

set of 6, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17. We take 6 and obtain acde as the unique prime

implicant for g in [6 g]. Then 1, 6, the first range of acde, is eliminated

from the first ranges of elements in 77 and Γ2 and from Φ and Σ. acde with

the empty first range is eliminated from ϊ\. Computing in this way, we may

obtain the following.
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Σ : 10, 14, 16.

Γ% : ade, bee, άcde.

A : bde [9 g\ abed [9, 10 gl, acde [10, 13 gl, abe [13, 14, 15, 17 gl,

bde [14, 17 gl, abed [19, 17 gl, acde [16 gl.

Now Φ is empty. Since Γ2 is not empty, we proceed to the step 111. 15

occurs only in the first range of abe. So regarding 15, we perform the same

computations and obtain abe as the unique prime implicant for g in [15 gl.

The range is [13, 14, 15, 17 gl. Hence we delete 13, 14, 15, 17 from Σ and

the first ranges of any elements in 77 and Γ2. abe and bde are also eliminated

from F2. The elements both in Γ2 and in [10, 16 gl are abed, aide, abcdy

and acde. Then abed4- abed is minimal in the set of the sums of them which

are in [10,16 gl and the first range of it is {9, 10, 16}, the total of first ranges

of all products in Γ2. Such minimals are aTcd 4 abed, abed-ϊ acde. Hence, the

minimal functions required are the sum of them and of elements in Γ,, i.e.

ade4- bee 4- a~cde 4- db~cd 4- abed and "ade 4- bee -f άcde 4- abed 4 acde.

Next we give an example of simplification of zr-form under the condition

that / and g are not equal. The given function is AxΛ- By 4 Cz where xy, xz%

and yz are redundant combinations (don't cares). This was used as an example

of the Veitch method in [9]. Then we take as / (Ax +By + Cz) (xy+xz+yz)

and as g Ax+ By + Cz + xy + xzΛ-yz.

The p.d.ni. of / is mi -f m% + + m12 where mx is ΆΈCxyz, m2 ΆBCxyzf

mz ΆBCxyz, m.i TLBCxyz, m5 AΈCxyz, m6 ABCxyz, mi ABCxyz, m8 ABCxyzt

rn% ABCxyz, m^ ABCxyz, mn ABCxyz, m12 ABCxyz and the p.c.n.f. of g is

MiM2- M20 where Mi is A + B+C + x+y + z, M2 A + B+C+ x + y+ ~z, Mz

A + B+C + xΛ-y + zt MA A + B+C + x+y+ zy MB A + J5-h C + x + y-j-z, M6

A + B+C + x+y+z, Mi A + B+~C + ~x+y + z, Ms A + B + C+X+y + z> M*

x+y+z, Mio A + B + C + x+y + z, Mn A-hB + C + ΛΓ + .y + z, Λfi2
Mia A + 5 + C + Λ r + ^ + -ε, M i4 Ά +B+C+x + y + Έ, Mi5

Afiβ 3 4 - ^ + 0 + ^ + ^ + ̂ , MπΆ + B+C + x+y + z, Mi*

The table 77 is given as follows.

77:
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A [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]

A [1, 2, 3, 4; 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]

B [2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]

B [1, 5, 6, 7; 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 18, 19, 20]

C [1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19]

C [2, 5, 8, 9; 5, 6, 7, 11, 12, 16, 17, 20]

x [5, 7, 9, 12; 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]

x [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11 4, 7, 10, 12]

y [2/4, 8, 11 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20]

y [1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12; 3, 6, 15, 16]

z [1, 3, 6, 10; 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20]

s [2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12 2, 9, 14, 19].

Let Φ be {1, 2, . . . , 20} and 2; Γu Γ% be empty. First we take 1 from 0. Then

the primaries whose second ranges contain 1 and their ranges are:

A [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]

B [2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]

C [1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19]

x [5, 7, 9, 12; 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]

y [2, 4, 8, 11; 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20]

z [1, 3, 6, 10; 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20]

The prime implicants for / in [/ 1] and their ranges are AΛ B+C [/ 1,

2, 3, 4], B+C + xίf 1, 2,3,13,14,15], A-f C-f j> [/ I 1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 10], C + x + y

If 1, 2, 8, 9, 13, 14, 18, 19], A + BΛ-z if 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7], £ + # + z [/ 1, 3,

5, 6, 13, 15, 16, 17], A+y + z if 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12], x+y + z if 1, 5, 8,

11, 13, 16, 18, 20]. Φ becomes empty by deleting the second ranges of them

and hence they are all of elements in Γ2. 1 is added to Σ.

12, 17, 19, 20 occur once respectively in the second ranges of elements in

Γ2. We obtain A + ~x and A+y + z from the computation regarding 12, B + y

and B + x+z regarding 17, C + i and C + x+y regarding 19. Among them,

A + x, B i-y, and C + Έ are added to Γ2 where their ranges are [/ 4, 7, 10, 12],

[/ 3, 6, 15, 17], and [/ 2, 9, 14, 19] respectively. Regarding 20, we obtain

x+y + z with the range [/ 1, 5, 8, 11, 13, 16, 18, 20], From Σ which is {1,

12, 17, 19} and from the second ranges of any elements in Π and Γ2, we delete
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1, 5, 8, 11, 13, 16, 18, 20 and x + y + z is added to Γu x + y + z in Γ2 is eliminated

because of the empty second range. In virtue of 112, C+x + y, B+x + zy and

A+y + z are deleted from Γ2. Then Σ is {12, 17, 19} and Γ2 newly obtained

is A+B+C if 2, 3, 4D, B + C + xίf 2,3,14,151 A+C+ylf 2,4,9,101

A + B + z if 3, 4, 6, 7], A + x [/ 4, 7, 10, 12], B+y if 3, 6, 15, 17], C + i

if 2, 9, 14, 19]. Again we apply I 11 and find* that 12, 17, 19 occur once

respectively. Regarding 12, we obtain quite similarly A + x and A + y + z

except that their ranges are the same. Hence, in this case, A +y + z is deleted

by I 5 and A + x is added to Λ. 12 in Σ and A + x A +y + z in Γ2 are deleted

by II 1. Computing in the same way, we obtain B + y and C + ~z as elements

in 7Ί. Then Σ and Γ2 become empty. Hence, by I 10, the minimal function

required is (x+y + z)(A + x)(B + y)(C+z).
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